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a new approach: the feminist musicology studies of susan ... - 13 marcia j. citron, gender and the
musical canon (urbana: university of illinois press, 2000), 61. 4 the personification of sensual intoxication.” 14
twentieth-century thinking has refuted classification systems, social hierarchies, and gender ... - gender
and the musical canon,3 also demonstrate that classification systems form an integral component of a western
scholarly and musical canon that informs and guides mainstream scholarship. book reviews - cpb-apse2.wpmucdn - book reviews marcia j. citron, gender and the musical canon cambridge: cambridge university
press, 1993. $37.50, pp. 307, notes, bibliography, index. the impact of elisabeth-claude jacquet de la
guerre on ... - in her article “gender, professionalism, and the musical canon,” marcia citron, a professor of
musicology at rice university, lists four benchmarks of professional musicianship that women were often ex- a
new approach: the feminist musicology studies of susan ... - 13 marcia j. citron, gender and the musical
canon (urbana: university of illinois press, 2000), 61. 14 bowers, “feminist scholarship and the field of
musicology: i,” 86-87. cambridge university press 978-0-521-89575-0 - when opera ... - written three
books on this topic: gender and the musical canon (1993), which won an award from the international alliance
for women in music; letters of fanny hensel to felix mendelssohn (1987), which was awarded the myth of
musicology: part 2 - york university - on the whole, i would recommend citron's article as an introduction
to gender in a musicology course, since it explains how the gendered approach will enhance biographical
research, and historiography (especially canon formation); and women's voices across musical worlds
(review) - women's voices across musical worlds (review) lydia hamessley women and music: a journal of
gender and culture, volume 10, 2006, pp. 95-99 (review) what might a feminist history of music look
like? - citron notes in gender and the musical canon, it is ^ironic that the typical key of the first appearance of
the feminine theme, at least in major key movements, is called the dominant, for in the end the feminism
and music bibliography (short list) - 1 feminism and music bibliography (short list) compiled for the
institute for research on women and gender in spring 2008 from lists by elizabeth keenan, ellen gray, ruth
rosenberg, gendered images of music and musicians - musikforskning - the “greatest hits” of classical
music belong to a canon of a few chosen musical pieces, which consist of no music by women. why is this so? i
have investigated the matter in a socio-historical way partly based on a close reading of marcia citron’s (1993)
gender and the musical canon. gender and sexuality is also an interesting aspect of canon for-mation, and
susan mcclary’s (1991 ... how to talk about women composers - dspacebrary.uu - women composers are
remarkably absent, not only in academic sense, but also in the musical canon. as mcclary writes, besides
simply getting to know ‘forgotten’ music, feminist musicology should bring to light certain hidden processes in
our society. the way in which gender-structures and artistic creation by women in general are perceived, says
significant things about a society. mcclary ... t545 analysis of music literature: reserve list fall 2004, 1 t545 analysis of music literature: reserve list fall 2004, 2 university press, 1998. mt6 .c12 a53 the cambridge
history of western music theory. women's studies' library · · · · - valdosta - chesler, ellen woman of valor
childs, brevard s. the new testament as canon: an introduction chodorow, nancy the reproduction of mothering
citron, marcia j. gender and the musical canon beyond nationalism in irkanda 1 - musicu - samson provide
a thorough overview of the musical canon, which they see as a litmus test for composers, whilst others note
the limitations of this procedure. 3 as marcia citron and philip gossett highlight, these limitations result in the
marginalization of composers. 4 such an example
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